[Is brain blood supply affected by changes in cardiac volume? Measurements of brain blood supply in healthy subjects during volume overload and in patients with artificial pacemaker by changing the pacing rate].
A constant cerebral blood flow (CBF) in the presence of systemic blood pressure changes and cardiac output (CO) alterations during physiological conditions are postulated by the mechanism of cerebral autoregulation. The aim of the present study is the analysis of CBF in pacemaker (PM) patients with unspecific neurological symptoms. CBF was measured in 9 controls and 23 pacemaker patients with 133xenon, CO using Doppler echocardiography or impedance cardiography. Mean and individual CBF in controls remained unchanged when a CO increase of 28% induced by volume overload was observed. In PM patients a mean CO increase of 38% induced by an increase of basic pacing rate caused different effects of CBF. CBF increased or decreased by about 10% or remained constant. In summary, the data suggest an impairment of cerebrovascular function in those patients with concomittant CBF changes due to CO alterations (15/23 approximately equal to 65%). Thus, the analysis of brain perfusion in PM patients with unspecific neurological symptoms is possibly a new diagnostic feature in the future. It can be discussed whether or not indication and optimizing of pacemaker therapy has to be additionally analyzed by determination of endorgan perfusion.